Nursing Care in the Functional Disabilities of the Elderly in Primary Health Care: Systematic Review with Meta-Synthesis
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Abstract

When considering the elderly, we must realize the profound particularities in their daily lives, because the elderly has vulnerabilities that result from the aging process. This study aims to develop a systematic review followed by meta-synthesis based on the findings of qualitative primary scientific research, on nursing care in the face of Functional Incapacity of the Elderly in Primary Health Care starting with the research question: How does the nursing care process for elderly people with functional incapacity occur in primary health care? This is a systematic literature review with the elaboration of meta-synthesis. The search for the articles occurred in the databases of the Regional Portal VHL (Virtual Health Library); Brazilian Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (BDTD); PubMed, Science Direct, and Google Scholar. The sample consisted of seven original articles of qualitative methodology, one of which was a mixed method. Data analysis followed the guidance of content analysis. The thematic category was identified: The process of nursing care for elderly patients with functional incapacity focuses on primary health care. It was concluded that nurses take care of elderly people with functional incapacity in the basic health unit, at home and in nursing homes, evaluating, planning, and implementing activities that prevent risks, treat complaints and integrate these elderly people into community projects. This care is performed through nursing consultation, integrated into programs, and using tools and protocols.
1. Introduction

Population aging is a worldwide phenomenon, in 2010 in Brazil the age group of the population aged 60 or over was 11.3%. It is estimated that Brazil will be the sixth country with the largest contingent of elderly people in 2025 [1].

This change in the population demographic profile increases the demand for care for the elderly population and requires a comprehensive, interdisciplinary, multidimensional approach, which considers the interaction between the physical, psychological, environmental, and socio-cultural factors that influence health, including the community, the home and family of the elderly [2].

In this context, the nursing team is indispensable in caring for this population, as it is up to the nurse in addition to administrative, assistance, educational and research functions to develop the process of caring for the elderly. This process must be implemented to enable the organization of care, decreasing the risk of physical dependencies of the elderly person, enabling continuous assessment of functional capacity, and establishing required goals in face of the elderly person’s needs, individually, according to their particularities [3].

Functional incapacity of the elderly is a major obstacle faced by nursing professionals, since these functional incapacities are an aggravation of intrinsic and extrinsic factors, generating consequences on natural aging and functional limitations [4].

The intrinsic factors can be determined by the elderly person; such as physical and mental changes related to age, decreased functional capacity, the appearance of chronic diseases, osteoarticular diseases, digestive system, genitourinary system, alteration of vision and hearing, vertigo, loss of muscle strength, sarcopenia and muscle weakness is a universal characteristic of aging; the range of motion, speed of muscle contraction, postural changes influence functional mobility and balance deficit in the elderly, which may be related to skeletal, neuromuscular and sensory muscle systems [5].

It is worth mentioning that, in Brazil, there is a great variation of disability in people over the age of sixty, in men these changes affect about 12.3% to 94.1% and in women from 14.9% to 84.6%, however, according to the author, there are studies that demonstrate that there are no differences in functionality between the sexes, however, elderly people who live in regions with greater income difficulties are more likely to manifest functional impairments [6].

Allied to these aspects, the concern with the problem started from a study car-
ried out in the 5th period of the bachelor’s degree course in nursing, on the
Good nursing practices carried out in the Family Health Strategy (ESF) in the
Health of the Elderly Program, from of an Integrative Literature Review (RIL),
from 2007 to 2017, and problems related to the health of the elderly caused by
health conditions or by the physiological aging process itself, as well as the im-
portance of nursing in its process to take care of. Such aspects, motivated the in-
terest to know: How does the nursing care process to the elderly with functional
incapacity occur in primary health care?

Therefore, this study is relevant, as it made it possible to systematize evi-
dence from the scientific literature on good practices in the process of caring
for elderly people with functional incapacity, contributing to evidence-based
practice in this process, benefiting the process of training nurses, their practice
professional, enabling safe and effective care in improving the quality of life of
the elderly.

The objective of this study was to develop a systematic review followed by
meta-synthesis based on the findings of primary qualitative scientific research,
on nursing care in the face of Functional Incapacity of the Elderly in Primary
Health Care.

2. Methodology

It is a systematic review of scientific literature with Meta-synthesis (qualitative),
a research modality that performs a systematic review of qualitative investiga-
tions through relationships between research, such as comparisons, similarities,
and differences, to meta-synthesize the conclusions drawn from the analysis
performed. For this, it is necessary that the results found in the analyze be
grouped and regrouped by similarities, to answer the guiding question of the re-
search [7].

There are three strategies for the synthesis of results from qualitative studies:
The first involves the integration of data from multiple studies developed in a
research program by the same researcher. The second consists of the synthesis
of the research results of different researchers, who categorize the data informa-
tion into key variables or use content analysis. The third involves the use of
quantitative methods to gather the qualitative results of different studies, and
statistical analysis can be carried out, that is, meta-aromatization [8]. In the
present study, the second strategy was used, the synthesis of the results from
the qualitative categorization of the key variables, identified in the production of
the data.

The stages of meta-synthesis consist of seven (7) phases: guiding question, the
definition of the data search source, search strategy, inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria, sample selection, evaluation and summary of studies, and, finally, data
synthesis [9].

In the first stage of the study, the guiding question of the research was de-

According to Nora [9], this question must be composed of several components related to the anagram PICO: population; intervention (or exposure); comparison; and outcome (O, outcome, in English). However, when it comes to structuring qualitative studies, the author recommends an adaptation of this anagram, in which the PICO strategy is represented as follows: P corresponds to participants, while I the phenomenon of interest and CO is related to the context of the study.

In this project, the acronym PICOT was used, as defined: the participants (P) the nurse. The phenomenon of interest (I) that will be observed in the research, evidence of the care process applied to the elderly population with functional incapacity. While the context (CO) refers to qualitative primary articles on the process of caring in Primary Health Care for the elderly with functional incapacity. The time (T) was delimited to carry out the scientific search, in qualitative articles in the period from 2013 to 2020 [10].

The second phase defined the data source, which was carried out on national and international electronic databases: Regional Portal VHL (Virtual Health Library); Brazilian Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (BDTD); PubMed, Science Direct, and Google Scholar.

The third phase corresponded to the search strategy, to achieve the research objectives, searches were carried out through the DeCS (Health Sciences Descriptors) through the VHL—Virtual Health Library. For the search strategy of the articles, the following descriptors will be used, keywords and/or free terms to search for articles: Health of the elderly, frail elderly, and Primary Health Care. DeCS: Nurse, nursing care, elderly, functional disability, Primary Health Care.

The Boolean operator (AND) was used in each database, ensuring safety in the search for studies and a considerable number to develop the research. The study searches were carried out independently by the three researchers on the team. Also used were the descriptors in the terms MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) that are close to the research theme: Nurse, Nursing care, Elder, Functional disability, and Primary Health Care.

The following combination of descriptors and keywords was used to conduct searches in all databases: “Nurse” [descriptor] AND “Nursing care” [descriptor] AND “Elder” [descriptor] AND “Functional disability” [descriptor] AND “Primary Health Care” [keyword].

To meet the fourth phase, inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined. Qualitative primary articles published in journals indexed in national and international scientific bases between the years 2013 and 2020 in the Portuguese language of Brazil and Portugal, in the English and Spanish languages were included. Course Completion Work (TCC), monographs, dissertations, theses written in Portuguese and English, and whose subject was the nurse in primary care for the elderly with functional incapacity.

Studies that did not include the main research object were excluded: studies
that address the topic in the hospital environment; editorials, journalistic articles, conjunctural analysis, evaluation of protocols, reports of experiences, theoretical discussion of concepts, non-original articles (such as reviews, comments) quantitative and secondary studies, such as bibliographic review, manuals, educational materials, personal information; incomplete version of the manuscript; databases and those published outside the period between 2013 and 2020.

In the fifth phase of sample selection, searches were carried out in August, September, and October 2020 in a database at a time to facilitate the registration of the selected documents. It was carried out independently by the three members of the research team, to determine which articles are relevant to the bibliographic sample. Each researcher used the same strategy to perform the searches, applying time limit filters, and a research article to optimize the results.

The records identified by the reviewers by searching the databases after applying the temporal filter were: at the VHL Regional Portal (n = 1) and at the BDTD (n = 1); in PubMed (n = 8); and Google Scholar (n = 17,300), but due to Google's technical limitations, we only had access to Google Scholar (n = 1000); in Science Direct, a temporal filter and research article were applied, remaining (n = 118), thus totaling 1128 articles in the article identification phase. In additional records identified by other sources (n = 0).

As a result of this process, in the screening, 41 articles were obtained that met the criteria according to the judgment of the reviewers at the first moment, after the removal of nine (9) duplicate articles, 1078 articles were excluded because they did not meet the inclusion criteria, and did not contemplate the main object of the research, studies that addressed the theme in the hospital environment, journalistic articles, protocols, reports of experiences, secondary studies, such as those of bibliographic review, manuals, and educational materials.

The selection of the sample was carried out by reading the title of the research, considering the inclusion criteria, thus studies have already been excluded, whose titles did not correspond to the object of the study. Then, both the abstracts of the studies whose titles were inserted according to the inclusion criteria and the abstracts whose title caused some doubt was read. Abstracts that did not meet the inclusion criteria were discarded.

Then, the three reviewers performed the independent reading of the full texts, of the 41 articles, and, with the help of a fourth reviewer, experienced in the qualitative study and the theme of the study, determined the final eligibility of the articles. After this step, three (3) duplicate articles were removed and 31 articles were excluded due to the quantitative research method, which resulted in a final sample of seven (7) articles, which were included in the qualitative synthesis studies (meta-synthesis). The flowchart—PRISMA (Figure 1) was used to represent this process.

In the sixth phase, to evaluate the abstracts, a script instrument adapted from NORA (2012) and from [11] for data extraction, composed of the following
Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart.

fields: Title of the article, authors, year of publication, language, the place where the research was carried out, Qualis of journal, type of study, methodology, number of participants, characteristics of the participants, phenomena of interest, main contributions of nurse care to the elderly with functional incapacity used in national and international EBP, configuration and other information related to the context, conclusion of the author and comments of the reviewer.

Through this instrument, the three reviewers performed successive readings in the seven (7) articles, in full, from which they extracted the data independently. According to the review question, the data were organized in forms adapted by the reviewers, for

Ensure the quality of the process and make the results clear and organized for
the construction of the synthesis. Then, the reviewers, together, reassessed all the extracted data, reaching a consensus on divergences in the initial assessment.

In the seventh phase, the synthesis of the data was constructed, which was carried out based on the content analysis of the articles selected in three phases: the pre-analysis; exploration of the material, and the data processing, inference, and interpretation [12] (I don’t have this article). In the pre-analysis stage, the articles were read exhaustively by all researchers independently so that the context and results they brought could be understood, thus appropriating the content of the articles.

In the exploration of material, three summary tables were elaborated for better data organization: Chart 1 was prepared with the characterization of the articles: name of the article, authors, institutions, publication journal, year and place of the research; chart 2, with the name of the article, methodology, objective of the study and chart 3, with the name of the articles and main findings. This organization made it possible to show similar, common, and divergent characteristics between articles, make comparisons about similarities, differences, and complementarities between studies from the significant units of each article. In this way, it was possible to gain mastery over research to develop meta-synthesis.

The phase of data processing, inference, and interpretation, corresponds to the organization of qualitative meta-synthesis that was elaborated from an a priori thematic category, but which was confirmed in the analysis of the articles: The process of nursing care for elderly patients with functional incapacity focus on primary health care. After the elaboration of the qualitative meta-synthesis, the findings were interpreted and discussed with other theoretical references.

3. Results

Characterization of articles

The presentation of the results begins by showing in Table 1 the characterization of the articles used in the elaboration of the meta-synthesis.

Of the articles that were part of this study, two were Brazilian, one Korean, one Canadian, one American, and two Dutch. One article was published in a magazine with A2 quality, two with B1 quality, one with C quality, and three articles it was not possible to identify the quality of the magazines, as shown in the table above.

The articles included 67 nurses who somehow treated elderly people with functional incapacity and focused on care at the primary level of health care, 20 of which were Brazilian; 0 (zero) North Americans; 2 Canadians; 29 Koreans, and 16 Dutch. These nurses were 67 women and 0 (zero) men, aged between 26 and 57 years, with an average of 40.75 years [13] [14] [15] [16] [17].

As for the characteristics of the elderly that these nurses serve, they are elderly aged between 60 and 84 years, in an average of 67.3 years (n = 50 Brazil), (n = 28 Canada), (n = 4 USA), (n = 0 Korea), (n = 209 Holland), who have functional
Table 1. Assets that were part of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARTICLES</th>
<th>DATABASE</th>
<th>YEAR PUBLICATION</th>
<th>PLACE OF PERFORMANCE</th>
<th>QUALIS AND MAGAZINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The praxis of nurses in the family health strategy and care for the elderly</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Florianopolis Santa Catarina</td>
<td>Text Context Nursing. A2 (ISSN 0104-0707)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-based primary health care for older adults: a qualitative study of the perceptions of clients, caregivers and health care providers</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Waterloo-Canada</td>
<td>BMC Geriatrics B1 (ISSN: 1471-2318)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process evaluation of a stepped-care program to prevent depression in primary care: patients' and practice nurses' experiences</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>De Boelelaan-Amsterdam-Netherlands</td>
<td>Bmc Family Practice B1 (ISSN: 1471-2296)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing Diagnosis of Impaired Physical Mobility in Elderly People at Primary Health Care.</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Redenção-Ceará</td>
<td>International Archives of Medicine. C     (ISSN: 1755-7682)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A nurse-led interdisciplinary primary care approach to prevent disability among community-dwelling frail older people: A large-scale process evaluation</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>South Holland</td>
<td>International Journal of Nursing Studies Unidentified (ISSN: 2320-9186)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining practical nursing experiences to discover ways in which to retain and invigorate the remaining functions of the elderly with a demented and complex disability in nursing homes</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Seoul-South Korea</td>
<td>Japan Journal of Nursing Science Not identified (ISSN: 1742-7924)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaching Frailty in Primary Care</td>
<td>Science Direct</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Livonia, MI, USA</td>
<td>Advances in Family Practice Nursing Unidentified (ISSN: 0037-5675)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: research of authors.

and cognitive degradation, associated with chronic diseases, such as diabetes and high blood pressure, who seek care in health units, or are at home or in nursing homes [15] [16] [17] [18] [19].

The methods used in these surveys are qualitative and included: qualitative and convergent-care description (n = 1), thematic and qualitative analysis (n = 1), mixed-method, however only the qualitative method (n = 1) was used, other articles only indicated that it was qualitative (n = 4). Among the techniques of data production, it was used: individual consultation; semi-structured individual interviews, and focus group. The sampling was carried out intentionally and one article reported that it was carried out cross-sectionally, as shown in Table 2.

The technique used for data production was the interview in the nurses ‘workplace and the patients’ homes. Interviewing techniques and questionnaires were applied, such as a structured and thematic workshop, interviews with semi-structured questionnaires (n = 3), focus group and individual interviews, clinical consultation, FRAIL Questionnaire (frailty assessment tool), Patient Health Questionnaire 9 (PHQ-9), and initial quality of life score (EQ5D). Instruments such as MMSE (Mini-Mental State Examination), CHSFSS (Cardiovascular Health Study Frailty Screening Scale), Barthel scale (n = 2), CFS (clinical frailty
Table 2. Methodological characterization of the studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST AUTHOR/YEAR</th>
<th>PARENTS</th>
<th>METHODOLOGY</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silva, 2015</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Qualitative/Convergent-assistance</td>
<td>N = 20; nurse; age = 26 to 54 years; Primary Health Care; Continente health district; public employee, composing ESF team; be developing assistance activities in the city of Florianópolis-SC for at least six months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, 2018</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Thematic/Qualitative analysis</td>
<td>N = 29; nurses; age = 26 to 57 years; hold a bachelor’s degree in nursing from both the university and college; postgraduate studies; doctorate; hospital experience before going to work in nursing homes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafortune, 2015</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Qualitative consultation/Focus group interviews</td>
<td>No. = 28; informal clients and caregivers; Client: &gt;65 years; received one or more forms of CBPHC (community-based primary health care) in the previous month; they spoke English; they had not been diagnosed with any form of dementia or cognitive impairment. Formal caregivers: speak English; experience in caring for family members &gt; 65 years; received one or more forms of CBPHC in the previous month. Health professionals could reflect both their professional roles and their personal experiences as informal caregivers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunn, 2018</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>N = 4; 2 men and 2 women; age &gt; 70 years; frail elderly people with a personal history; a history of orthopedic surgery; cardiological; neurological surgery; ophthalmic surgery; among other comorbidities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pols, 2017</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Qualitative/Intentional sampling strategy.</td>
<td>N = 15 (8 women and 7 men); seniors; age: 48 to 84 years; sex; a history of depression; current self-depression; type 2 diabetes mellitus; Coronary disease; single or multiple chronic physical conditions; Education Level; baseline; severity of depression (PHQ-9); baseline anxiety severity (HADS); initial quality of life score (EQSD).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metzelthin, 2013</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Mixed: Quantitative (logbooks and evaluation forms)/Qualitative (semi-structured and focus group interviews).</td>
<td>N = 194; age ≥ 70 years; frail elderly; increased risk of adverse health outcomes (falls, hospitalization, disability, and death). N = 45; health professionals (12 GPs (general practitioner), 7 practical nurses implemented the PoC (Pre-care intervention), 6 occupational therapists, 20 physical therapists); working in the same region. Clinical nurse (ability to do an interview (eg, sufficient cognition and hearing), recent contact with the practice nurse (&lt;two months ago), received at least part of the toolbox, seen by at least one other discipline besides the nurse practice).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Araújo Morais, 2017</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Cross-sectional/Qualitative.</td>
<td>N = 50; seniors; residents in the territory covered by the Basic Health Unit; age ≥ 60 years; voluntarily accept to participate in the study; having physical and mental conditions to answer the questions; sign the Free and Informed Consent Form; be in a domestic environment at the time established for data collection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data from the authors’ research. Adapted from the study of [20].

Scale), FACES pain scale, and mobility assessment through physical examination. Employed programs and protocols such as the PACE (All-Inclusive Care Program for the Elderly).

Regarding the analysis of the data in general, they were characterized as a qualitative methodology, but they did not present a theoretical-methodological basis to support the studies, emphasizing the analysis of thematic content.
Regarding the quality of qualitative studies, it was considered good, as shown in Table 3. For this evaluation, the CASP checklist—Critical Appraisal Skills Program was used [20], and most studies (n = 5) [13] [14] [15] [17] [19], were judged to properly report all issues on the CASP checklist. In one of the studies [18] there was no mention of ethical aspects. In other studies [16] the mention of ethical aspects was not adequately reported, other articles were submitted to ethical review [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [19].

From the results of the studies, the thematic category was verified: Nursing care for elderly patients with functional incapacity focus on primary health care. From which qualitative meta-synthesis is presented.

Theme: nursing care for elderly patients with functional incapacity focus on primary health care

This theme represents the nursing care offered to the elderly with functional incapacity evidenced in the articles that composed this study. It was observed that there is a large contingent of elderly people who have functional and cognitive incapacity needing attention and care from nursing professionals, whether visiting basic health units, whether at home, or in homes that welcome these elderly people.

Nursing professionals care for these elderly people in different ways and at different levels of this process. Based on the demand of these professionals, the health care networks, in this case, guide their care based on the complaints of the elderly, some in a quick reception and nursing consultation focused on their morbid complaints, thus recognizing that they provide guided care in the biomedical model of health care and do not aim at comprehensive care, often driven by the great demand of the elderly and the anxiety to serve everyone. They recognize that despite being aware of the national health policy the elderly person—PNSPI, do not follow its precepts, as they are unaware of them, as well as,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>YEA</th>
<th>PARTIALLY REPORTED</th>
<th>NOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Were the research objectives reported?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Is the qualitative methodology adequate?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Was the research design adequate to achieve the proposed objectives?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Was the recruitment strategy adequate to the research objectives?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Were the data collected in a way that addressed the research question?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Has the relationship between the researcher and the participants been properly considered?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Have ethical issues been considered?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Was the data analysis rigorous enough?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Were the results reported clearly?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Does the research contribute?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data from the authors’ research. Adapted from the study by REIS, et al., 2017.
they do not use basic tools such as the elderly person’s handbook, stressing that
they are not even charged about this. Meantime [13] [18].

The clinical consultation in this perspective should use a weakness screening
tool, such as the Cardiovascular Health Study Frailty Screening Scale (CHSFSS),
which is a validated tool for evaluation, which uses scores ranging from 0 (best)
to 5 (worst) with a point marked for each present criterion and classify people as
“pre fragile” if they have 1 or 2 criteria present and “fragile” if 3 or more of the
criteria are present. The “FRAIL” questionnaire is another quick and easy question-
naire for assessing frailty with five classification criteria: fatigue, resistance,
aerobic capacity, disease, diseases, and weight loss. The use of these tools has the
advantage of enabling the prevention of weaknesses to maintain or restore phys-
ical strength, [18].

One way of caring, too, is to provide educational materials on the prevention
and treatment of frailty in the waiting room and in consultations to alert the pa-
tient and caregiver about the negative effects of frailty and the health need,
screening for frailty, encouraging the involvement of the elderly in community
activities that promote their health, such as exercise groups in local recreation or
elderly centers, churches and hospitals community outreach programs [18].

In this sense, care for the elderly can also be carried out based on programs
and protocols that provide the assessment of the elderly and provide a concrete
and safe basis for care planning. One program mentioned is the Integrated As-
sisted Living Program (IALP) administered by CCAC (Community Care Access
Centers), located in the so-called Waterloo jurisdiction area Canada, which
serves a high concentration of elderly people with lower economic status and o-
fers services from the needs and expectations of the patients served, encouraging
the participation and involvement of family members and caregivers in the
process and the discussion about the care that the elderly need. Besides this, the
All-Inclusive Care Program for the Elderly (ACPE) located in a community in
Livonia, is another care option, which also provides comprehensive coordinated
care by an interdisciplinary team designed to support vulnerable older adults in
their efforts to remain in their preferred care setting, thereby avoiding placing
them in long-term care settings [15] [18].

Besides, clinical nurses who are part of Primary Care with diabetic or cardi-
vascular disease patients and mental health nurses in Amsterdam-Netherlands,
care for their elderly through the Step-Dep program and use a PHQ-9 protocol
patient health) which is an appropriate test for tracking depression. This ques-
tionnaire is a starting point for the conversation about mental health, serving as
an instrument for monitoring and making clinical decisions regarding care for
elderly patients, increasing awareness of mental aspects and management of
chronic diseases. Besides, self-help courses also improve patient well-being. Due
to the preventive approach, patients and nurses experienced better access to
mental health care [16] [21].

Interdisciplinary cooperation in this context is evidenced as an important
factor for the care of elderly patients with functional incapacity, in this case, the nurse acts as a case manager is responsible for the coordination and organization of care. Among the care, actions are: monitoring and accompanying frail elderly people and their caregivers, carried out by the practical nurse, in this case, the evaluation and monitoring must take place through home visits or telephone contacts, discussing with the elderly their preliminary treatment plan, seeking to involve them in decision making so that cooperation and learning occurs. The care plan carried out by nurses must be done in an integrated way to meet the individual needs and preferences of the elderly, thus providing, [17].

The home visit by nurses of the Family Health Strategy program is an opportunity to provide care to the bedridden elderly and with impairment of their functional and cognitive abilities, similarly, this care also happens in nursing homes and is more complex. However, a Brazilian study pointed out that it is not always easy to offer this care, as nurses feel unprepared for this care for the elderly, which indicates a failure in their graduation and continuing education in services for this care. A study conducted in Singapore, in nursing homes, pointed out several nursing cares provided to the elderly with this situation, which starts with the functional assessment of all the elderly who enter the homes and this assessment is repeated daily for the control and prevention of worsening of functional degradation. It is essential to carry out daily observation of the elderly to detect changes in their physical and cognitive functions, monitoring their emotional instability is also important, as it can signal aggravation or appearance of functional and cognitive problems, as well as discomfort, in this context, the communicative function is essential based on verbal and non-verbal responses, senseless reactions and actions of self-recognition of the symptoms themselves. Even when assessing bedridden people without communicative function, nurses can find out if the elderly in this situation have any discomfort [13] [14].

In the case of patients who have some mobility, it is important to assess the motor coordination of the healthy members, the ability of the elderly to climb the bed, the ability to resume walking, and to perform activities of daily living (ADLs). Its goal is to make the elderly as independent as possible and preserve the physical and cognitive functions that are present, stimulating muscles and joints and guiding desirable activities on a repetitive basis so that, with training, they can achieve those essential to life and dignity, such as eliminations, the bath, for example [13] [14].

Another important aspect in this care is the monitoring of emotions in the elderly, as they are indicators of their mental and cognitive condition, for this to maintain eye contact with the elderly considering any form of expression that indicates immediate needs, to offer nursing care that helps the emotional well-being and prevent the degeneration of your remaining functions. It is important to note that nursing in these contexts, when assessing and caring for bedridden elderly people with functional incapacity, must also pay attention to the identification of the presence of physical injuries, the risk of falling, the presence
of fatigue, pain, and functions of elimination and nutrition. In this sense, communication is an essential basic instrument for nurses in interacting with patients and, the nursing diagnostic classification can contribute to the identification and basis of this care. About this, it is emphasized that research carried out in primary care with the elderly, which pointed out the diagnosis of impaired physical mobility, predominantly present [14] [19].

4. Discussion

Nursing care for elderly patients with functional and cognitive incapacity, with a focus on primary health care, takes place in spaces of basic health units, home care, and nursing homes. It is care based on the specific complaints of the elderly and in this perspective, the focus is on the disease in a biomedical model, which does not recognize the national health policy for the elderly (PNSPI).

This aspect was also seen in other studies, where nursing care for elderly patients still has its actions based on the biomedical model, a situation that does not meet the recommendations contained in official documents that regulate the implementation and functioning of the National Health Policy for the Elderly. The difficulty of approaching health promotion practices for the elderly can compromise the stabilization and advancement of nursing care, in addition to contributing to strengthening the culture of stopping promoting health to continue treating only the disease itself. In [22] and [1].

It is worth mentioning that, in the context of primary health care, the emphasis is needed on the effective implementation of public policies through measures that prioritize the promotion of active and healthy aging, the preservation of autonomy and functional capacity, and the enhancement of support networks Social [23]. Thus, when talking about the role of nursing in Primary Health Care in the process of caring for the elderly and their families, it is essential to establish their functional independence, prevent secondary complications, and collaborate to adapt the elderly and family to the new situation [3].

However, this care is also oriented with the use of tools that assess the risk of frailty among the elderly to support preventive and treatment plans for these weaknesses. This is because, the elderly has particularities inherent to the age group that makes them more vulnerable, such as, for example, the decrease in auditory and visual frequency and the impairment of the main functional systems, which can generate intellectual incapacity, functional instability, immobility, incontinence, communicative incapacity, greater risk of developing depression and greater risk of falls [24].

On this, Santos et al. [25] point out that a way to assess the health of the elderly is to use multidimensional assessment, which can be verified through research on their conditions of using functional and cognitive support tools and those related to affectivity.

Still, on these aspects, studies indicate that nursing has several tools that can be used to support its planning and practices aimed at maintaining or restoring
the functionality of the elderly, such as Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS), Clock Design Test (CDT), Verbal Influence Test, Activities of Daily Living (VIT-ADL), Basic Activities of Daily Living (BADL), Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL) and Advanced Activities of Daily Living (AADL) that can offer the elderly a satisfactory quality of life that can meet their special needs during the aging process [25] [26] [27].

The results of this research indicated that, among the practices of caring for the elderly, their participation in community activities such as exercises and extension programs is encouraged. This is important as the study of Maciel [28] since, the practice of physical activities provides benefits in the motor areas, especially concerning reflexes, posture, balance, motor coordination, and the mechanism for executing movements. Preventing arterial hypertension prevents weight gain by decreasing the risk of obesity, helps prevent or reduce osteoporosis, promotes well-being, reduces stress, anxiety, and depression.

Nurses also take care of the elderly, following protocols, and integrate these elderly people into programs with interdisciplinary care, with the nurse as the case manager. It is worth mentioning the care provided by nurses in Primary Care, where clinical nurses also assess the mental health of the elderly under their responsibility. About this, it is emphasized that the nurse has the competence to provide assistance assessing the levels of mental health and planning actions according to the needs of each elderly person. Involve family members to interact in the improvement of the elderly, realizing its importance for psychosocial rehabilitation [29].

Besides, the care and assistance of the nursing team are of paramount importance for the professional to present the proper perception of the determinants of mental health in the elderly, needs to go beyond biomedical knowledge, involves humanized care in biopsychosocial aspects, and when necessary, spiritual of the elderly patient [30].

Among the care actions, we observed: monitoring and accompanying frail elderly people and their caregivers, home visits or telephone contacts, discussing their preliminary treatment plan with the elderly. Care during home visits to the elderly bedridden with these incapacities, and in nursing homes, ranging from functional assessment, control, and prevention of worsening of these incapacities, encourage the maintenance of preserved mobility, make the elderly as independent as possible with repetitive task training basic, prevention of physical injuries, monitoring of emotions and verbal and non-verbal expressions, emphasizing in this context, the value of communication.

These findings are corroborated by studies that point out the effective communications established by nursing professionals with the elderly should be stimulated and interpreted in an articulated way to contemplate the verbal and non-verbal dimensions. Communication is important in the relationship established with the elderly, not only verbal but non-verbal communication, especially body language, as the elderly with their cognitive and sensory limitations are
sometimes less receptive, but sensitive to the affective climate that can establish [31] [32].

5. Final Considerations

In this meta-synthesis it was presented from the perspective of the nurses participating in the researchers analyzed, that nursing care for the elderly with functional incapacity from the perspective of primary health care should be offered according to the individual assessment of each elderly person. This care is offered from different perspectives, such as the biomedical perspective, but also with a focus on health promotion and prevention of worsening of their incapacity. It is care that can be offered in the health unit, but also in-home care, aiming at comprehensive care.

In this sense, it was observed that nursing care for these elderlies, ranges from the assessment of weaknesses, functional capacity, and risks to their physical and emotional integrity, the preservation of integral functions, emotional care, their integration in interdisciplinary programs, community health programs, skills training for daily living activities aiming at their independence in essential activities.

Nursing professionals use several tools that will assist in this care, for this, it is necessary to be prepared to deal with them, knowledge about aging, about policies and protocols that aim to care and care for the elderly.

It is suggested that further studies can be carried out to demonstrate successful experiences in caring for the elderly and in care strategies, mainly in Brazil, including the use of theories, the nursing process, diagnostic classifications, and nursing intervention to support care for this population at a time of fragility and disability.

In this sense, the study contributes to highlighting the care for elderly patients with functional incapacity, both in health units and for those who are bedridden at home or in nursing homes. It also evidenced the need to articulate scientific nursing knowledge to assist these elderlies, individually and supported by scientific knowledge of Nursing science, through their theories and classifications of practices, thus pointing out that the dimensions for this care are complex.
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